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,upon our future, only let us embrace it and note the
difference it will make in next session's medical legislation.
-I am, etc.,
August 22nd. UNITAS.

SIR,-The attitude taken by " Unitas," even though it be
a little emphatic in its expression, is a far better one than
that of Dr. Asten. It is an iniquitous thing that we should
be bound under the present system to certify death for
nothing, even though, as we must admit, the information
given is of little value. Candour compels me to add that,
although circumstances force me to work for the State
without fee, it is done grudgingly and with no effort but to
avoid the penalty of default. That is to say, I make the
work itself as nearly commensurate as possible with the
value set upon it by the State. To add to this burden,
however, and to ask a medical man to perform efficient
and useful service without monetary acknowledgement, is
monstrous-even though it be " diplomacy."

It seems to me that the timid policy of Dr. Asten is
altogether a mistake. If " it is for us to decide whether
we risk the rejection of an otherwise excellent bill . . . by
insisting on what might prove a wrecking clause," I think
we should make up our minds to take the risk. As a
matter of fact, the " evil impression of our legislators " is
really the simple and quite justifiable business expedient
of trying to get the best terms by a certain amount of
bluffing. These same legislators are for the most part
business men. A plain but courteous refusal-a little
more fortiter than 8v4aviter-to do work except for some
reasonable remuneration would be met by an equally
reasonable acquiescence. We are too fond of giving way
rather than making any fuss, or " risking the rejection" of
anything.

Following precedent, an all-round fee of 2s. 6d. would
preserve the principle of payment for work done, and
would not unduly barden the State.-I am, etc,
Audley, Aug. 8th. JAMES F. BLACKETT.

MALIGNANT DISEASE.
SIR,-I have read with very great interest the Address

in Surgery delivered at the Annual Meeting by Mr.
Gilbert Barling.
The study of this address, and especially that portion

of it which relates to the spontaneous disappearance of
cancerous growths, calls to my mind a very marked
example of this retrogression which occurred in my
practice about three years ago.
The patient was a married woman, aged 41 years.

Five years before I saw her first she had been operated
*upon for carcinoma of the breast, and had been entirely
free from any known recurrence up to that time. On my
first examination, which was made as the result of her
complaint of loss of strength and of breathlessness,
I found some dullness behind the upper portion of the
sternum and a chain of slightly enlarged glands behind
the edge of the right sterno-mastoid muscle. The axilla
was entirely free from any sign of abnormality except for
the remains of the operation scar. My diagnosis was, of
course, one of recurrence of carcinoma in the mediastinal
glands and in the glands of the posterior triangle, and
I regarded the case as quite hopeless (as, in fact, it proved
eventually). During the next few months the patient
progressively declined in, strengtb, and the shortness of
breath became rather more marked. Daring this time
a large number of manifestly cancerous nodules appeared
in the skin. Of these there were six or eight to be felt in
the scalp, and three on one arm and four on the other,
besides several others on the legs and body. Some of
these lumps attained the size of a shilling, and all
appeared actively to be growing.
One day on visiting her I found her condition very

-greatly changed for the worse. Her breathing was so
'laboured that she could not lie down, and on examination
I found that the right pleura was almost filled with an
effusion.

I regarded her end as so near that I did not trouble her
with any paracentesis, but contented myself with giving
,her relief by morphine.

As days went on, I found to my surprise that the
*effusion was diminishing, and in about three weeks the
physical signs had practically disappeared. This led me
-again to make a careful examination of the whole body,

when I found to my still greater surprise that the skin
nodules were also undergoing retrogression. As time went
on the whole of these nodules disappeared, and left prac-
tically normal skin behind. Her strength also improved
perceptibly during this time, and I had considerable hopes
of at any rate a respite from the disease for some time.
Unfortunately about three months after the events I have
related she rapidly lost strength and died of exhaustion.
This case seems to point to the acquirement from the

absorption of the pleural absorption of some antibody
which was capable of causing retrogression of manifest)y
cancerous growths in the skin, though it was not sufficient
entirely to eradicate the disease from the system.-
I am, etc.,
Nantwich. R. T. TURNER, M.D., Ch.B., D.P,H.

MEDICAL BOOKKEEPING.
SIR,-The numerous systems of medical bookkeeping

recommended in the pages of the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL from time to time are always of interest, though
their very number, like the "remedies" for whooping-
cough, seem to indicate that medical bookkeeping is a
disease for whioh no remedy has yet been discovered. As
I have studied all the systems recommended, and followed
three, separately, over varying periods, it may be of
service to describe that which I have adopted and found to
answer all the requirements of myself and my patients.
The daily work required is not great, and the old bugbear
of bookkeeping-getting out the quarterly accounts-now
takes two days where formerly it took two weeks (with
interruptions). At the same time I have before me at any
moment all the attendances and prescriptions with dates
which the patient has received, the amount at which these
were assessed, the number of times the account was sent
out, when paid or balance due; a side column takes any
necessary details of the case, such as urinalysis, pulse, etc.

I do not suppose that any one system will suit every
practice or every practitioner, but I find it answer
admirably for my own practice-a fair-sized middle-class
suburban one. Of course the ordinary B. W. and Co.'s
visitiDg list and a cash-book are kept, but no other except
my day-prescription-ledger-book-a modification of that
described in 1901 by Dr. Birt of Stourbridge.
To begin with, this book is lettered down the side by

means of little projecting strips of tracing cloth gummed
on in series, bearing on both sides the letters A, B, etc.,
indicating the page where such name-initial may imme-
diately be found. Each page takes three or four names,
and the letters are distributed according to their frequency
amongst the paRes thus: A opposite page 1, B 18, C 62,
D 100. E 118. F 132, G 144. H 168, I J 216, K 236, L 248,
M 266, N 292, 0 304, P 316, R 358, S 380, T 420, V 444,
W 454, Y 498.

I employ the signs given in B. W.'s visiting list, with
the addition of a few of my own, thus: V=ordinary visit;
Vi8=a special message received after 10 a.m.; Visit=after
6 p.m.; (Q =night visit; C=ordinary consultation; Con-
8ultn =a long or night consultation; (i = coDRultation
with a specialist; Cf= ordinary certificate; Ct= a
long form to fill for insurance, etc.; Op=slight operation;
Op= serious or long operation. Visit at the same time
for second members of household are v or Y and for maid-2

or men-servants v-mm ]', the M in the upper line meaning
medicine.
Furthermore, I believe most men in the course of years

come to employ stock prescriptions and stock sizes of
bottles. I use no colouring, and I flavour, if at all, with
Aq. chloroformi-saturated solution. Medicines, therefore,
in the greater number of cases can quite understandably
be written ' Alb,9 'Fe,' IQ,' I Sal,' "KI,' 'Feb,' I Sod,' Q St,'
' Q Fe,'IQ As,' ' Q Br,' ' Q N V,' Am 6 R,' ' Am 6 N,' etc.,
giving ample variety in two or three letters which follow
in brackets after M (medicine), L (lotion), Lin. (liniment),
prescribed. At any given moment or at the end of the
quarter I have tben only to run my eye along the lines,
tot up amount due (according to position of patient) and
enter total in red figures-£5 5s. This is sent out on the
quarter-day immediately following the last attendance
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When paid (or "#squared up ") a square in black ink is
drawn round the amount and the whole account is lightly
crossed and squared off. If unpaid, the account is sent on
the following quarter-day and one stroke is drawn under
the amount; next quarter-day a second stroke; and next
quarter-day a third stroke with N=note is sent. After
that an angry red dagger is stabbed through the whole
attendance from right to left and the account is sent to a
collector. The great point about the whole is 8y8tem in
giving medicine and in keeping one's books. I give stock
medicines and regular stock doses, increasing the dose as
needed, just as in giving chloroform. Patients rarely
require details, nor does the doctor, and the simpler and
shorter his method of prescribing and bookkeeping, the
more readily will he send out his accounts and the more
quickly get them paid. As an instance of how I enter my
details, I will take the attendance given in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL last week by Dr. Goldie. I should have
Mr. Blank's thus:

H. Blank, Marsh Road, Linton.
May 5.02. Mrs. V M (Q Br); V 7 V 9 V Lin (Bell); Miss
2(Sal) 10 V: V llV: -)-12 V: 2 (Q St): 13 M (Soda):
14 Miss V M (Fe) 17 V. 21 M (Fe) 27 V: v

|£3 8 3 7/02.

August 19th. SYSTEMATICUS.

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION IN NEWBORN
INFANTS.

SIR,-I have read Dr. Fothergill's memorandum in the
JOURNAL of July 23rd on this subject with much interest.
Allow me now to describe my method, one which I have
used for many years and found quite satisfactory.
I take an old-fashioned woodein stethoscope, unscrew

the ear-piece, put the chest-piece into the child's mouth,
press its lips firmly round it with a handherchief, at the
same time occluding the nostrils; then I blow with my
mouth down the tube at frequent intervals. It is not
always necessary to compress the thorax between breaths.
One can blow a child out like a football with no difficulty
if one wants to. The air comes from the mouth and,
perhaps, upper air passages, not from the lungs, and does
not contain an excess of carbonic acid.-I am, etc.,
Goudhurst, Kent, July 24th. G. H. MAPLBTON, M.B.

AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION.
SIR,-It is very evident that the matters discussed by

Drs. Jordan and Hertz and others are of the very greatest
practical interest, and need every consideration.

In a former letter to this JOURNAL for June 18th, I wrote:
"Theoretically, in no case of any internal organ capable of
being defined by percussion and by x rays can the two
outlines correspond, unless the external surface of the body
were spherical, and the focus tube " (or rather the radio-
graphic centre of emission) " could be placed at the
centre of the sphere."
In the case of an internal organ capable of being defined

by orthodiagraphy and by percussion, the two tracings
could only correspond when the surface of the body where
peroussed were flat and the recording plane of the ortho-
diagraphic tracing were parallel thereto.

I do not think there would be less " distortion " (which I
would prefer to call "exaggerated perspective ") on a
fluorescent screen than on a skiagraph, other things being
the same.
The things I have mentioned all depend on well-known

principles of mathematical projection. The particular
organ under discussion being movable constitutes a par-
ticularly puzzling case.-I am, etc.,

Bristol, July 23rd. W. COTTON, M.D.

SANDFLIES AND FEVER IN MALTA.
SIR,-Since the discovery by Lieutenant-Colonel Birt,

R.A.M.C., that the sandfly (Phlebotomus papataii) conveys
simple continued fever in Malta and elsewhere, several
authorities have devoted considerable time in searching
for the breeding place of this disease-carrying fly. Hitherto,
however, the larval stage has been found rarely in a state

of nature. After long and continued searching I have
succeeded in finding larvae in a small cave at Notabile,
Malta, under similar conditions as to light and moisture
as those which were discovered by. Grassi in Italy, and
more recently by Captain Marett, R.A.M.C., and Corporal
Kerr in Malta. I have also discovered that two well-
marked species of sandflies are common to this island,
though all previous writers have referred to the existence
of Phlebotomuqs papatasoii only. Whether both kinds are
responsible for the transmission of simple continued fever
it is impossible to say, as Colonel Birt and all subsequent
investigators have overlooked this important fact. It is
hoped, therefore, that subsequent investigations will throw
some light upon the question, and that it will be possible
to furnish further information regarding the bionomics of
these insects.-I am, etc.,
Malta, July 31st. R. NEWSTEAD.

HOW TO USE THE " JOURNAL;."
SiR,-As one of the older members of the Association,

which I joined in 1864 or 1865, I venture to offer my
experience in making use of the JOURNAL.
Medical literature of all kinds is superseded so much

more quickly as time goes on that few serials will repay
the expense of binding. Presumably the JOURNAL has
a larger circulation than any other medical paper of its,
size, but probably not many men would care to have ninety
stout volumes on their shelves, as I might have had, so,
My JOURNAL has not been bound for several years. At
the end of each half-year all the advertisements are
removed. This is easily done by opening each number in
the middle, and turning back the points of the wire clips
with a blunt knife. With the index on the top, tbe
twenty-six numbers tied together make a bandle which
can be referred to almost as easily as a book. But there
is another thing which makes reference easy. For many
years, after reading the JOURNAL, two or three specially
important articles or valuable statements have beens
entered in an index every week. The Medical Digest has
very wide margins, and is well adapted for this simple
mode of making one's own book of reference, but any
quarto manuscript book with an alphabetical arrangement
will answer the same purpose.-I am, etc.,
Castle Cary,Somerset,Aug. 26th. CARRY COOMBS

SHIP SURGEONS.
SIR,-In view of the proposed formation of a marine

branch of the British Medical Association for the purpose
of improving the statas and pay of ship surgeons, I would
urge the hearty co-operation of all ship surgeons in this
movement. We have the power to do so in our own hands
if we combine firmly to refuse to sign on any vessel that
does not recognize our right to charge reasonable fees to
all passengers other than those carried under the emigra-
tion laws. All interested in this movement should com-
municate with Dr. John Fletcher, Rostrevor, co. Down,
Ireland, before October 3rd, when the matter will come up
before the Medico-Political Committee of the British
Medical Association.-I am, etc.,
August 26th. ARTHUR W. COMBER, C.P.R. S.S. CO.

FEES FOR MEDICAL EXAMINATION FOR
INSURANCE.

SIR,-I do not think I ever received a more extraordinary
and impertinent request than that which I have just
received from the British Widows' Assurance Company.
They ask me to examine a person who lives between two
and three miles from my residence, and I am expected to
go this distance and make a report on the enclosed form
for 2s. 6d. On this form I am asked to answer eleven
questions, and the answering of these questions must
include (if the report is to be of any use at all) a physical
examination of the person.
This is not the first time I have been asked to examine

for these ridiculous fees. In one instance I was asked to&
go six miles-that is, a twelve miles journey-and write a,
report for 5s.; in another case to see a man living about
two hundred yards away for 2s. 6d., including a report, the
man having refused to come to my house because he
thought I ought to go to his.


